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Introduction
The concept of edge computing has been used in the information
and communications industry for years with proven benefits for
both end-users and service providers. Many early deployments
were based on dedicated function embedded boxes. Fueled by
the 5G transformation, software-defined cloud native technology
has matured and is ready for commercial deployments.
Software-defined containerized networking technologies
deliver flexibility, scalability, CapEx savings (using commercial,
off-the-shelf, multi-function hardware), OpEx savings through
centralized management, and shorter Time-to-Market (TTM) for
new services based on software solutions instead of dedicated
function hardware boxes, or “black-boxes”, that service providers
and end users require.
One of the capabilities fundamental to any company with
multiple sites, branches, warehouses, data in the cloud, or
even fleet vehicles is the Wide Area Network (WAN). The
WAN is a piece of critical infrastructure and its importance to
digital transformation has increased alongside the growth of
cloud services. The WAN is the foundation of an organization’s
communications, operations, and growth, enabling services
and applications to be delivered to employees and customers
anywhere.
Cloud-native technologies, combined with Software-Defined
Wide Area Networking (SD-WAN), enable WAN deployments to
become easier to manage, faster to deploy, and more automated.
Using multiple internet circuits (wired or wireless) in combination
at each site provides higher reliability, higher performance, and
greater flexibility.

Turnium SD-WAN is a cloud-native layer-3 only
software solution that has been CNF (Cloud-NativeNetwork Function) Certified to run on Red Hat®
OpenShift® and can be deployed anywhere. The
solution supports multiple configurations (BareMetal,
VMs, Containers) allowing for flexible Aggregator
and Universal Customer Premises Equipment (uCPE)
deployments (core and edge SD-WAN data plane
nodes), whether in public or private clouds for distant
office locations, or on-premises for closer solutions.
Turnium’s disaggregated approach decouples
software from hardware, so the software can be
deployed on any x86 based platform and delivers a
networking foundation that organizations and service
providers can integrate into existing operational,
security, and business systems easily. Turnium SDWAN creates an overlay network that removes the
complexity of the underlay to deliver seamless private
virtual fixed-wireless or wireless-wireless networks.
Red Hat OpenShift – Red Hat OpenShift Container
Platform is a modern container application platform
that encompasses community innovation and an
open ecosystem. It provides flexible, performant
and centrally managed Kubernetes platform, cloud
native ready. Its centralized management layer
allows for easy deployment of the same application

in several locations with “one click” and its further
management and configuration. Integration between
Red Hat OpenShift and Turnium’s SD-WAN simplifies
the connectivity among customer branch office
installations with private and multi-cloud infrastructure
across the networks.
Servers based on Intel technology provide a
scalable, highly performant platform for cloud native
edge deployments. The architectural consistency of
its Intel® Atom® processors, Intel Xeon® D
processors, and Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors
enable the deployment of services and applications
where most advantageous to the enterprise, e.g.
on-premises - at a branch office or data center, at an
Edge POP, or in the Cloud. Intel has been advancing
different edge implementations over many years,
including IoT, enterprise, and network edge, actively
collaborating with ecosystem partners to achieve
more efficient convergence of workloads using
emerging technologies. Solution reference designs and
performance verifications ensure proven, predictable
workload processing and high reliability.

This paper demonstrates that the transition from dedicated,
fixed-function networking solutions to a software-defined,
containerized WAN does not compromise performance while
delivering the opportunity to deploy multiple containers in Edge
devices to support dynamic Edge Compute scenarios.
To exemplify the benefits of using cloud-native technologies
to deploy and end-to-end solution suitable for Edge Compute
use-cases based on containerized SD-WAN, we partnered with
industry leading SD-WAN solution provider Turnium, fueled by
Red Hat® OpenShift®, a Kubernetes based platform running on
cutting-edge Intel technology-based servers.
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Solution Brief Content
This paper presents the performance test results to
prove the performance of the combined Turnium, Red
Hat, and Intel solution. Considering multiple SD-WAN
architectures, we have selected a sub-set of the more
common deployments to demonstrate the benefits of
the solution.
Our test scenarios were run using various use-case
configurations deployed on a number of hardware
solutions:

• Different locations of the Turnium SD-WAN

Aggregator code nodes
• Manage deployment with Red Hat® OpenShift®

or with Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® (BareMetal
deployment)

Solution Deployment Overview
The flexibility of OpenShift enables organizations to
easily setup multiple SD-WAN Aggregators for multiple
purposes in different data centers. Figure 1 below
shows an example of a typical mixed topology in
which:

• Running on medium size and small servers based on

Intel® Atom® and Intel® Xeon-D processors

The Flexible Enterprise
Edge Connectivity
These flexible SD-WAN deployments, running on Intel technology-based servers, managed by Red Hat
OpenShift, and realized by Turnium SD-WAN provide:

The APP located in the branch office/Data Center
communicates with the remote APP by setting up
a tunnel to a networked cloud, local or regional
Aggregator.

Traffic between multi-DC

Cloud/On Premise

Traffic between Private
and Public cloud

Turnium Control plane

Secure communication
Using Turnium SD-WAN optimizes helps to secure the traffic both in the control plane and
data plane networks.

CoSP

On Premise
Worker
APP
APP
APP

Worker
SD-WAN

Enterprise/Data Center #1

Ease of management
Centralized management through Red Hat OpenShift simplifies the management of remote
worker nodes located in branch offices. A service upgrade or reconfiguration is automatically
distributed to all connected remote worker nodes in all branch offices as needed.
Turnium technology provides a robust network path, manages traffic, provides failover – and
through API can be integrated into existing OSS/BSS and security portfolio services.
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OpenShift Controller

Aggregator
Aggregator
Aggregator

Selection of hardware based on requirements
With the wide range of Intel-based server models and configurations available, it’s easy to
select a matching solution to the estimated traffic and workload in the branch office.
Ease of deployment
Preconfigured images automate the deployment of new core Aggregators and edge nodes.

The APP located in the other branch offices
communicates through cloud, regional, or local
Aggregators (e.g., supervisory system, IOT data
collection). The Aggregator is responsible for
gathering the stream and forwarding them to the
specific Private WAN/Public cloud

APP
APP
APP

Worker@public cloud
SD-WAN

Enterprise/Data Center #2

APP
APP
APP

SD-WAN

Cloud

Figure-1 - Mixed topology deployment
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SD-WAN Deployment
CPE Servers Used
Item

Description

Server Platform

Dell EMC Networking VEP1485

CPU

Intel® Atom® C3958 CPU @ 2.0GHz @16 cores 32 threads

Memory

Total 64G DDR4 (32Gx2)

NICs

2 x Dell Networking, Transceiver, SFP+, 10GbE

Item

Description

Server Platform

Dell EMC Networking VEP4600

CPU

Intel® Xeon® D-2187NT CPU @ 1.90GHz @16 cores 32 threads

Memory

Total 64G DDR4 (32Gx2)

NICs

2 x Dell Networking, Transceiver, SFP+, 10GbE

Software Stack

Performance Test Topology
The testing topology simulates a common use case of a
WAN network (private enterprise network) connecting
two branch offices into a unified network. Both uCPEs
(SD-WAN agents or edge nodes) connect to the same
Aggregator core node to create a secure connection
tunnel between office branches.

The traffic generator is an open source, stateful
and stateless traffic generator fueled by DPDK. Trex
(generating and receiving traffic) was deployed
on a standalone server to avoid any impact on the
performance of the system under test. The packet
generator connects to the LAN ports of the uCPE
boxes and generates bi-directionally traffic to mimic
typical enterprise/private network communication.

WAN

Turnium Control Plane

uCPE

Aggregator

uCPE

Turnium
SD-WAN

WAN

WAN

LAN

Turnium
SD-WAN

LAN

LAN

Traffic Generator

LAN

Figure 2 – Performance tests network topology diagram
• Operating System: Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 8.2 (Ootpa) Linux 4.18.0-305.19.1.el8_4.x86_64>
• Container Platform: Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform <4.8>
• SD-WAN Solution (Agent): Turnium <V6.5.55>
• SD-WAN Solution (Aggregator): Turnium <V6.6.33>
• Packet Generator: Trex fueled by DPDK <Trex V2.9.1>
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Turnium SD-WAN Solution: Agent
To setup the uCPE agent, we used two different deployment procedures:
• Cloud Native, containerized deployment:
This deployment scenario uses OpenShift as a Container Platform. The whole deployment of the uCPE is
automated and controlled by the Remote OpenShift controller. Turnium SD-WAN is deployed to the OpenShift
worker node as a containerized application. The OpenShift Container Platform automatically distributes the
SD-WAN application to the remote nodes joining the OpenShift cluster.

Aggregator Control Plane

• Bare Metal deployment

CoSP

In this scenario, the Turnium SD-WAN application is directly installed on top of the operating system of the
uCPE device using an RPM package.

Turnium Aggregator

Turnium SD-WAN Solution: Aggregator
Turnium’s Aggregator application can be deployed both locally (private network) or remotely (public cloud)
according to the needs of the solution. For both deployments, the Aggregator, thru the Turnium control plane,
controls the SD-WAN tunnels between the uCPEs (SD-WAN agents). All the configurations can be done either
automatically or manually through an easy-to-use web service.
The figures below depict two deployments scenarios for Aggregator software:

Turnium SD-WAN

Turnium SD-WAN

OpenShift

OpenShift

DELL Server

DELL Server

LAN

WAN

WAN
Tunnel

LAN

Tunnel

• Cloud/Remote Aggregator deployment - Aggregator is located at public/private cloud. SD-WAN agents

connect to Aggregator through a public/overlay network.
• Local Aggregator - Aggregator located at local/private network (same network as SD-WAN agents).

TREX

Figure 4 – Performance test network topology diagram – Local aggregator
Turnium Aggregator

Aggregator Control Plane

CoSP
Tunnel

Tunnel

Turnium SD-WAN

Turnium SD-WAN

OpenShift

OpenShift

DELL Server

DELL Server

LAN

WAN

WAN

LAN

TREX

Figure 3 – Performance test network topology diagram – Cloud aggregator
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Deployment Steps

Performance tests

Turnium deployment is automated using preconfigured ISO images that can be distributed to
the branch offices when new SD-WAN solutions are
deployed as remote worker nodes on OpenShift
Container Platform.

The main goals of the performance tests for the
SD-WAN solution were to test different scenarios
related to:

The ISO image automates the SD-WAN installation and
connects to the pre-configured OpenShift controller.
Once the worker node connects to the OpenShift
controller, the SD-WAN agent registers and connects
to the pre-configured Aggregator and downloads its
configuration.

If any physical LAN port needs to be added to the SDWAN, this can be done in one simple step as below,
where enps2sf1 means the LAN port gateway desired
to be used in private-wan network
ip link set enp2sf1 master lan-bridge

• Scalability (vertical and horizontal) and to determine

the maximum data throughput the solution can
support using different (bigger or smaller) COTS
servers and to determine the capability of the
platform to run concurrent workloads at same time.

The main key performance indicators monitored were:
• CPU Utilization on the uCPE hardware.
• Maximum Data Throughput – The maximum data

rates from uCPE to uCPE through the SD-WAN tunnel
without packet loss.
UDP and TCP test traffic with various frame sizes was
used to simulate common network services.

• Whether or not introduce a virtualization layer

using Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform for its
flexibility, portability, automation, and Cloud-Native
design, affects the overall solution performance and
costs.
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Figure 5 – Maximum throughput measured for local and
cloud-based aggregator SD-WAN solution on Xeon-D platform
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Conclusion

uCPE CPU Utilization (% of one core deployed) for Containerized vs Bare
Metal SD-WAN deployment @72kPPS of (UDP traffic, Xeon-D)
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Figure 6 – uCPE CPU Utilization for Containerized vs BareMetal SD-WAN
deployment base on 72kpps of UDP traffic, Intel Xeon-D processor.
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Scalability – By decoupling software from the hardware and fully supporting COTS standard x86 platforms, this
test showed that service providers can easily decide what size of the device is needed for core nodes, ranging
from a small, lower cost, but powerful Intel Atom based solution, through Xeon-D platform, up to a Xeon Scalable
Processor Platinum grade machine. Using OpenShift as the container platform also enables service providers to
run multiple workloads on the same hardware platform and dynamically change the function of the box based on
changing business needs, traffic patterns, or service usage.
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If you are evaluating whether and how to transform your WAN solution to a software-defined, cloud native SDWAN, Tietoevry in partnership with Intel, Red Hat, and Turnium can deliver the evaluation, integrate, and assist
with deploying and optimizing the right solution to meet your technical and business requirements.
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Figure 7 – Maximum throughput measured for local and
cloud-based aggregator SD-WAN solution on Atom platform
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Ease and flexibility of deployment. With the centralized orchestration of OpenShift and the deployment
automation provided by preconfigured software image, deploying uCPE Edge nodes (SD-WAN agent) did
not require any human intervention. The system supported adding a third, fourth, and nth Edge node device
automatically. The automated network programming and central management of Turnium, with a broad range
of features from simple bonding to failover mechanism, brought the whole SD-WAN solution to life very quickly.
Similarly, the orchestration of additional applications and services, supported by OpenShift, helps to utilize the
full potential of the uCPE Edge device dynamically and significantly reduces the time to market for new services.
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The results of the test showed that this scenario does deliver the performance needed for Edge Compute while
also delivering the scalability, flexibility, ease of deployment, and automation that service providers require.

Performance – Executed performance tests prove that introducing the OpenShift Container Platform, in addition
to delivering flexibility and scalability to the system, had only a marginal impact on the system load (~2% of
additional CPU load compared to the SD-WAN agent running on Bare Metal). Maximum data throughputs were
also not affected significantly. This marginal impact provides room to grow and allows the system to run additional
containerized or virtualized workloads on top of OpenShift Container Platform. It is worth mentioning that all tests
were performed without any additional system optimizations or performance tweaks. These results represent
“out of the box” solution performance. Additional vendor performance optimizations by enabling additional Intel
technology features (e.g., DPDK, Quick Assist), may further accelerate system performance.

UDP Throughput on Atom
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In this test, we evaluated whether the transition from dedicated, fixed-function networking solutions to a
software-defined, containerized WAN can deliver the required performance for Edge Compute scenarios while
also realizing the benefits of multiple applications in the Edge devices.
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